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CSCA08 Tutorial #7

T0008

TODAY

� Announcement

� Midterm Friday Oct 29th check bulletin board for details

� TA office hour on Friday 3-4 (in BV469)

Midterm

� Everything up to but not including files

� functions

� sounds

� booleans

� if statements

� strings

� lists

� for loops

� while loops

� Test info & Past Midterms http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~giovanna/cscA08/tests.shtml

� Previous midterms asked questions on pictures and pixels, 
this year we did sound and sample

Midterm Cont’d

� Do:

� Expect to explain what a piece of working code does

� Expect to write code and functions

� Don’t:

� Attempt to memorize all the functions and methods for sound/media/other modules. 
You are given a sheet with all the methods.
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~giovanna/cscA08/test/lastpage.pdf

� Spend all your time on one question. If you don’t know how to write the exact 
Python code, explain (in English) what you want to do and come back to it later.

Lab Today

� Files

� Opening files

� Reading files

� Writing files

Files

� In this course, we are working primarily with text files

� But can we open other types of file?

� Yes, recall sound.load_sound ()and media.load_picture()

� But what if we open a picture for reading?
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Opening Files

� Three modes:

� Read
read_file = open (‘poem.txt’, ‘r’)

� Write
write_file = open (‘new_poem.txt’, ‘w’)

� Append (add to end of the file)
append_file = open (‘new_poem.txt’, ‘a’)

� where else have we see append before?

Reading HTML files

� HTML files are just text files

� So we can read them like any files

� Opens an HTML file, and then print every line in the 
HTML file

� html_file = open(‘simple.html’)
for line in html_file:

print line

Reading HTML files

� Most webpage have a <title> tag

� It defines what the title should be in the top window bar

� Let’s have a program find which line the <title> tag is 
located

Writing to HTML files

� Once we find the line with the <title> tag, 
what’s stopping us from changing it?

� Write a function that would output a new file 
“modified.html” that has the <title> tag changed to a new 
title

� See html.py

� What is the assumption made here?

� Unfortunately this is also valid html
<title>
This title will mess up the program

</title>


